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THE FIRST SUNDAY OF ADVENT 

Jeremiah 33: 14-16 
Luke 21: 25-28, 34-36 

1 Thessalonians 3: 12—4:2 
 

1. Jeremiah 33: 14-16 

• Jeremiah is one of the four Major Prophets.  He prophesied during a 
time of great political upheaval for Israel as they were caught in the 
strangle hold of the super-powers, Assyria, Babylon and Egypt.  He 
supported the kings who supported reform, ridding Israel of its courting 
of the false gods of their neighbors.  He warned against the dangers of 
alliances with other nations and those who minimized the threat of 
Babylon.  He was often persecuted, reviled and imprisoned because 
his prophetic oracles went against public opinion. 

• V. 14: Jeremiah prophesizes that Jerusalem and Israel will be restored. 
God will fulfill the promise he made to David that his royal line would 
be unbroken and that his sons would succeed him on the throne. (2 
Samuel 7: 11-16)  

• V. 15: A just shoot spring up for David: the just shoot is new growth in 
the form of a successor to David on the throne.  He will not be like 
previous kings who were unfaithful and contaminated Israel’s faith with 
worship of foreign gods. This king will do what is right and just.  The 
Tree of Jesse is an image that is found in the prophet Isaiah.  Jesse 
was the father of David.  The tree is the family genealogy as it is 
described in Matthew. “A shoot from the stump of Jesse” signified new 
life coming from the lineage of corrupt and faithless kings.  

• V. 16: Judah and Jerusalem will be restored and dwell in peace and 
safety.  It will be called “The Lord our justice” meaning that God has 
acted with justice toward Judah/Israel by punishing them for their 
breach of the covenant and restoring them after their exile. 

• V. 17: There will always be a descendant of David on the throne.  This 
came to be thought of as a prophesy of the Messiah.  It was thought 
that the Messiah would be the son of David. That is why Jesus is 
called the Son of David.  He was son of David through Joseph who 
was of the house of David. 

2. Luke 21: 25-28, 34-36 

• This chapter of Luke is about the end of the world.  It is “eschatology” 
in that it is teaching that the world is moving toward an end time in 
which it will be transformed into God’s Kingdom.  It is “apocalyptic” in 
that it tells us how it will happen through traditional symbols that 
attempt to describe the indescribable. There is a theme that runs 
through the discourse of “Yes—but not yet.” Yes, the end is coming but 



not just yet! Many things will happen before that time.  So be watchful 
and ready. 

• V. 25: Apocalyptic imagery tries to give us a visual representation of 
what the end will be.  We have no idea what it will be like.  So this is a 
symbolic representation.  The transformation of the world is described 
as signs in the sun, moon and stars as well as in the seas and oceans.  
These signs will cause great anxiety and confusion. 

• V. 26: Unbelievers will be scared to death at what is happening. 

• V. 27: The Son of Man—Jesus the Lord—will come upon the clouds 
with great majesty. 

• V. 28: Although unbelievers will be terrified, believers will stand tall and 
confident because they know that this means that their salvation is at 
hand. 

• V. 34: These verses develop the theme of “But not just yet!  Jesus 
warns us not to become complacent and be caught off guard as one 
who falls asleep or one who gets drunk.  Don’t let the worries and 
concerns of daily life distract you from thinking about your final destiny 
to greet Christ when he returns.   

• V. 35: No one will be able to escape from that day. 

• V. 36: Be vigilant=keep watch, be waiting, and expectant always.  Pray 
that you can withstand the trials and tribulations of life that are 
unavoidable.  Pray that you will be one who greets the return of the 
Lord with joy because you know it is your salvation. 

3. 1 Thessalonians 3: 12—4:2 

•  1 Thessalonians is the first of Paul’s letters and is the first written 
piece of the New Testament.  Written in the early 40s, it is only seven 
years after the death and resurrection of Christ and thirty years before 
the Gospel of Mark, the first of the Gospels. 

• Paul has been persecuted by both Jews and Gentiles and so he 
defends himself by describing his admirable conduct when he was 
among them to preach the Gospel.  He was not looking for money or 
using flattering and deceptive speech, but he was loving and kind.  He 
now exhorts the Thessalonians to live their lives in an upright manner 
putting the love they have for each other into practice.  He encourages 
them to practice sexual morality, foster mutual love, and encourage 
hope about the resurrection of the dead. 

• 3: 12-13: Paul prays that the Thessalonians will have love for one 
another and may this love strengthen them to live a holy life so that 
they will be ready to welcome the Lord when he returns in glory. 

• 4: 1-2: Paul encourages them to put into practice what he has taught 
them about how to live the Christian life. They should continue the 
good they are already doing and strive to increase it. 
 


